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July 31, 2022 
Colossians 3:1-11; Luke 12:13-21 
“A Crypto Faith” 
 
Colossians 3:1-11 Common English Bible 
3 Therefore, if you were raised with Christ, look for the things that are above where 
Christ is sitting at God!s right side. 2 Think about the things above and not things on 
earth. 3 You died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. 4 When Christ, who is 
your life, is revealed, then you also will be revealed with him in glory. 5 So put to 
death the parts of your life that belong to the earth, such as sexual immorality, 
moral corruption, lust, evil desire, and greed (which is idolatry). 6 The wrath of God 
is coming upon disobedient people because of these things. 7 You used to live this 
way, when you were alive to these things. 8 But now set aside these things, such as 
anger, rage, malice, slander, and obscene language. 9 Don!t lie to each other. Take 
off the old human nature with its practices 10 and put on the new nature, which is 
renewed in knowledge by conforming to the image of the one who created it. 11 In 
this image there is neither Greek nor Jew, circumcised nor uncircumcised, barbarian, 
Scythian, slave nor free, but Christ is all things and in all people. 

Luke 12:13-21 Common English Bible 
13 Someone from the crowd said to him, "Teacher, tell my brother to divide the 
inheritance with me.” 14 Jesus said to him, "Man, who appointed me as judge or 
referee between you and your brother?” 15 Then Jesus said to them, "Watch out! 
Guard yourself against all kinds of greed. After all, one!s life isn!t determined by 
one!s possessions, even when someone is very wealthy.” 16 Then he told them a 
parable: "A certain rich man!s land produced a bountiful crop. 17 He said to himself, 
What will I do? I have no place to store my harvest! 18 Then he thought, Here!s what 
I!ll do. I!ll tear down my barns and build bigger ones. That!s where I!ll store all my 
grain and goods. 19 I!ll say to myself, You have stored up plenty of goods, enough for 
several years. Take it easy! Eat, drink, and enjoy yourself. 20 But God said to him, 
#Fool, tonight you will die. Now who will get the things you have prepared for 
yourself?$!21 This is the way it will be for those who hoard things for themselves and 
aren!t rich toward God.” 
 
What do you call someone who steals noodles from the rich and gives them to the 
poor? Ramen Hood 
 
When I was young, I thought rich people bought Bose products and the rest of us had 
to settle for Sony. Turns out — that was just a stereotype. 
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So…Do you know what the difference is between a poor woman on a bicycle and a 
rich woman on a unicycle is?  Attire! 
 
Tom Brady said this, “The biggest challenge as a parent is our wealth!” He went on 
to say, “We have people that clean for us. We have people that make our food. We 
have people that drive us to the airport if we need that. We get off a plane and 
there’s people waiting there for us and we get ushered in.” “That’s my kids’ reality, 
which is the hard part to say, ‘Guys, this is not the way reality really is.”  
 
Despite all the wealth we have accumulated, increased life expectancy, central 
heating, plasma TVs and venti-white-chocolate-mocha Frappuccino, true happiness 
has lagged behind our prosperity. As Bobby Kennedy said in a speech at the 
University of Kansas in March 1968, the nation's gross national product measures 
everything "except that which makes life worthwhile.”1 
 
I am about as far from being a stock market genius as a person can get. I really don’t 
know or understand much about how the stock market works. I allow our pension 
folks do all the major thinking on how to invest my savings and they do a great job. 
But like everyone else this past year, we lost money. When it comes to comparing 
myself to other Americans, I will never be considered a rich man.  
 
When I was in college, I always said that I never want to take a job just to make 
money but as I have gotten older I can see the reasons why making money is a good 
idea. And I certainly have gotten more interested in my retirement funds as I have 
gotten closer to my retirement! However, it is passages like the Luke one today 
which let me know I have to be careful and not get my priorities all mixed up! 
 
The second half of our passage today has often been called the parable of the rich 
fool. It says, “A certain rich man!s land produced a bountiful crop. 17 He said to 
himself, What will I do? I have no place to store my harvest! 18 hhen he thought, 
here!s what I!ll do. I!ll tear down my barns and build bigger ones. That!s where I!ll 
store all my grain and goods. 19 I!ll say to myself, you have stored up plenty of 
goods, enough for several years. Take it easy! Eat, drink, and enjoy yourself. 20 But 
God said to him, #Fool, tonight you will die. Now who will get the things you have 
prepared for yourself?$!21 This is the way it will be for those who hoard things for 
themselves and aren!t rich toward God.” 
 

 
1 --Eduardo Porter, "All they are saying is give happiness a chance," The New York Times, November 12, 
2007. 
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Like I said the second part of this text is commonly known as the "parable of the rich 
fool” — but the question that should be asked, is this man really such a fool? 
Consider his personality: he works diligently and wisely, he is a long-term thinker and 
planner, and he saves his possessions instead of squandering them. If this man is a 
fool, then what are we, those of us who embody what sociologist Max Weber 
identified as "the Protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism”? Certainly, we are 
also fools. Regarding material possessions, we know that "you can!t take it with you” 
to the next world, but that doesn!t stop us from storing up treasures for the rest of 
our time in this world. Moreover, in the modern American context, the rich man!s 
"foolishness” is foisted upon us. We are always focused on the future, saturated in 
advertisements for retirement plans and other financial securities. Yet through this 
parable, Jesus challenges our focus on the future (at least the earthly part of the 
future). He dramatizes his apocalyptic worldview in the life of one individual, a rich 
man who dies at the very moment of acquiring his final financial security. Jesus 
forcefully asks the hearer of this parable, "And the things you have prepared, whose 
will they be?” 
 
Here’s my problem with this parable, I don’t see anything so terrible about most of 
what this fellow has done. He has been successful in his farming endeavors. He has 
realized that with his new harvest he has enough to last the rest of his life. Now this 
has always bothered me a bit because he seems to be thinking he won’t ever need to 
work again because this harvest has been so good. I don’t think I’ve ever heard of a 
farmer deciding a crop was so abundant she or he would never have to plant or 
harvest again. Obviously, we all know farmers who have retired, but they don’t 
retire all their land. So, is that what this parable is telling us? The farmer decided 
she/he would not ever have to plant or harvest again?  
 
The real essence of this parable is found in the beginning of the passage. Remember 
Jesus is asked by a person in the crowd to intercede with a brother to the crowd 
member and please tell the brother to divide the inheritance with the person from 
the crowd. This seems like an interesting request to make of Jesus. What would have 
given the person the idea that Jesus would be the one to ask to get a brother to 
divide the inheritance? If anything, Jesus has shown no interest in being a lawyer. 
But perhaps the inquirer simply believes Jesus can do anything and thus can handle 
this situation.  
 
To all of this Jesus redirects the question to show that the questioner should not be 
so worried about possessions. Jesus tells her/him, “Who appointed me as judge or 
referee between you and your brother?” 15 Then Jesus said to them, "Watch out! 
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Guard yourself against all kinds of greed. After all, one!s life isn!t determined by 
one!s possessions, even when someone is very wealthy.” 
 
I would think the person making the inquiry had to be thinking, ”Sorry I asked,” by 
this point! But Jesus’ takes this inquiry to make some important spiritual and ethical 
announcements. He says, “Guard yourself against all kinds of greed. After all, one!s 
life isn!t determined by one!s possessions, even when someone is very wealthy.” 
 
Guard yourself against all kinds of greed! Now let's make a distinction here…Jesus is 
not against rich people just because they are rich. There is nothing wrong with being 
a person of means. The problem is the attitude towards that wealth and what the 
person possesses.  
 
In the New Interpreter’s Bible Commentary, it says it like this:  
1. Preoccupation with Possessions…Until the voice of God interrupts the fool’s 

reverie, there is nothing in the story but the man and his possessions. His goods 
and prosperity have become the sole pursuit of his life, until finally the poverty of 
his abundance is exposed. Thus, the parable plunges the hearer into a searching 
reflection on the meaning of life. We may declare, “The Whoever has the most 
toys when he dies wins,” but the parable exposes the emptiness of such a 
materialistic life-style. 

2. Security in Self-sufficiency…The parable sketches the figure of a man who does 
not need anyone else. He can provide for himself, and his provisions will take care 
of him for many years. he needs the security of the love of neither family nor 
faithful friends. He does not feel the need of a community of support or the 
security of God’s love. In an extreme case, the parable allows us to see the 
ultimate extension of the common, prideful inclination to think that we can make 
it on our own and that we don’t need anyone else. 

3. The Grasp of Greed. Greed is the moral antithesis of generosity. The thought of 
what he might be able to do for those in need never enters the rich fool’s mind! 
His innermost thoughts reveal that he has no sense of responsibility to use his 
abundance for the welfare of persons less fortunate than he. Greed has eaten 
away any compassion he may once have had. 

4. The Hollowness of Hedonism. The rich fool revels in his prosperity because he 
envisions that because of it he can “eat, drink, and be merry.” His daydream is to 
spend his future indulging his whims and desires. The greatest good he can 
imagine is a life of maximizing his own pleasure. Leisure, recreation, freedom 
from the demands of work—the rich man’s vision of the future sounds 
uncomfortably like one that most of us have for our retirement years. Are we 
really planning prudently? What gives our life meaning now, and what will give it 
meaning then? 
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5. Practical Atheism. This is Peter Rhea Jones’ provocative term for the rich fool’s 
approach to life. The rich fool may protest that he has always believed in God, 
but when it comes to managing his life, dealing with possessions, and planning for 
the future, he lives as though there were no God. The parable, therefore, probes 
our basic commitments. What difference should our faith in God make in the 
practical matters of life? 

 
 A televised interview with a man who had lost his house and all his possessions 
to a raging brush fire driven by the fierce Santa Anna winds in California provides a 
striking contrast to the rich fool. Recalling that his brother had recently mused that 
they should be careful not to allow their possessions to possess them, this man who 
had just seen everything he owned but the shirt on his back go up in smoke 
announced to the reporter with a note of unexpected triumph: “I am a free man 
now!” 
 
The title of today’s sermon is, “A Crypto Faith.” I’m sure you have heard of crypto 
currency…some of you may even have invested in it. “Crypto currency is a digital 
currency designed to work as a medium of exchange through a computer network 
that is not reliant on any central authority, such as a government or bank, to uphold 
or maintain it.” (Wikipedia). About a year ago Bitcoin one of the top forms of crypto 
continued to hit all time highs in value. Then 2022 hit and now bitcoin and other 
crypto currencies are at about 50% of their all time high values. So…if you had 
invested in the low times and then sold out last year before the big losses began you 
would have done well. However, most investors do not have crystal balls so they 
don’t have any real black and white knowledge of when to sell and when to buy.  
 
So…crypto is a very risky and uncertain investment…the upside can be high but the 
downside can be devastating. Do you know what the term crypto means? It means, 
concealed, secret, mysterious, hidden! Think about someone giving a cryptic 
answer…they have just given a mysterious or obscure answer haven’t they?  
 
So, if one invests in crypto currency one is investing in that which is mysterious, 
secretive, or concealed.  
 
Here is another consideration…this week there was a chance that someone could 
purchase a lottery ticket and actually become a billionaire; one billion dollars from a 
very simple and low investment. The chances are astronomically against this but it 
was possible. If a person won a billion dollars they could give 999 churches a million 
dollars and still have a million! Or they could give 9000 churches $100,000.00 and 
still have a hundred million to spend! It’s hard to think in these terms for most of us!  
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The meaning of the rich fool is pretty simple…don’t be self-centered only thinking 
about yourself. The rich fool believed he could do it all on his own…for himself only. 
And then…God came around! This story shows us that even with money…and maybe 
one could argue especially with money…God must come first and certainly God and 
God’s teachings should be involved!  
 
I have always heard that we never see a U-Haul behind a hearse meaning you can’t 
take it with you. But on a more serious level this parable causes us all to hold up a 
mirror and it asks us to take a good look at our own inner lives and listen to our own 
inner voices. And if we do that…do we like what we see and hear? Are we seeing and 
hearing Jesus and his teachings? Or are we living crypto…hidden lives that fall short 
of Christian lives and existence? Amen.2  
 
By all means seek happiness, but do so wisely. ... Seek to be loved and you probably 
won't be; seek to love, on the other hand, and you probably will be. Look solely for 
happiness, and I doubt you'll find it. Forget about happiness, seek wisdom and 
goodness, and probably happiness will find you. Happiness is usually indirect, a side 
effect or by-product of something else. 
 
--M. Scott Peck, Abounding Grace: An Anthology of Wisdom (Andrews McMeel 
Publishing, 2000), 24. 
 
Do not bite at the bait of pleasure, until you know there is no hook beneath it.  
 
--Thomas Jefferson.  
 
Many a man thinks he is buying pleasure when he is really selling himself to it.  
 
--Benjamin Franklin.  
 
He stared out at the ocean and said, "Look at the view, young lady. Look at the 
view." 
 
And every day, in some little way, I try to do what he said. I try to look at the view. 
That's all. Words of wisdom from a man with not a dime in his pocket, no place to 
go, nowhere to be. Look at the view. When I do what he said, I am never 
disappointed. 
 
--Anna Quindlen, A Short Guide to a Happy Life (Century, 2002), 50. 
 

 
2 https://time.com/nextadvisor/investing/cryptocurrency/future-of-cryptocurrency/ 


